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1 Summary 

(1) The EFTA Surveillance Authority (“ESA”) wishes to inform Norway that, having 
assessed the notified COVID-19 aid scheme to compensate for damage resulting 
from cancellation or downscaling of large public events (“the measure” or “the 
scheme”), it considers that the measure constitutes state aid within the meaning 
of Article 61(1) of the EEA Agreement and decides not to raise objections1 to the 
measure, as it is compatible with the functioning of the EEA Agreement, pursuant 
to its Article 61(2)(b). ESA has based its decision on the following considerations. 

2 Procedure 

(2) The Norwegian authorities notified the measure on 15 December 2020.2 On 16 
December 2020, the Norwegian authorities provided additional information.3 

3 Description of the measure 

3.1 Background  

(3) As a consequence of the COVID-19 pandemic, the Norwegian authorities have 
adopted a series of measures to counter the spread of the virus.  

(4) Following the speech of the Director General of the WHO on 5 March 2020, 
urging authorities to take collective actions to limit the spread of the COVID-19 
virus,4 several municipalities in Norway started recommending the cancellation of 
events open to the public.5 

(5) On 10 March 2020, the Norwegian authorities recommended cancelling all events 
with more than 500 participants. They further recommended that a public health 

                                            
1
 Reference is made to Article 4(3) of the Part II of Protocol 3 to the Agreement between the EFTA 

States on the Establishment of a Surveillance Authority and a Court of Justice. 
2
 Documents No 1169418 and No 1169420. 

3
 Document No 1169606. 

4
 https://www.who.int/dg/speeches/detail/who-director-general-s-opening-remarks-at-the-media-

briefing-on-covid-19---5-march-2020. 
5
 For example, Oslo municipality’s decision on 5 March 2020 to close the ski festival at 

Holmenkollen to the public.  

https://www.who.int/dg/speeches/detail/who-director-general-s-opening-remarks-at-the-media-briefing-on-covid-19---5-march-2020
https://www.who.int/dg/speeches/detail/who-director-general-s-opening-remarks-at-the-media-briefing-on-covid-19---5-march-2020
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risk assessment should be performed before holding events with more than 100 
participants.6 

(6) On 12 March 2020, the Norwegian Directorate of Health (“the Health Directorate”) 
issued a decision, based on the Act on Contagious Diseases,7 that all cultural 
events nationwide should be cancelled or postponed.8 Even though the decision 
did not impose a ban on all events, it strongly indicated that no large events 
should take place. In certain cases, municipalities and other local authorities have 
also issued recommendations or decisions restricting large events.9 

(7) Under Regulation No 470 of 27 March 2020 of the Ministry of Health (“Regulation 
470”),10 further restrictions were imposed on the event industry. At outdoor events, 
a maximum of 600 participants can be present at the same time if participants are 
divided into groups/cohorts of up to 200 participants. At indoor events, a 
maximum of 200 participants were allowed if the event had fixed seats, or 50 
participants if the event had no fixed seats. In both cases, the recommendation of 
keeping at least a one-metre distance to other individuals applied.  

(8) The preventive health measures introduced by the Norwegian authorities also 
include recommendations concerning social distancing,11 daily life,12 travel 
restrictions13 and quarantine rules.14  

(9) On 14 December 2020, the Government extended the national containment 
measures, until the second half of January, with the possibility of further 
prolongation.15 As of 14 December 2020, the public is advised to avoid contact 
with others, and relevant for events, no more than 20 people can meet privately in 
a public or private place.16  

(10) All of these measures taken by the Norwegian authorities to tackle the pandemic 
have made it very challenging, if not impossible, to organise large public events. 
Certain events, such as trade fairs and festivals, are tailored to gather large 
crowds, and many events do not have the opportunity to fulfil fixed seating 
requirements.  

                                            
6
 https://www.helsedirektoratet.no/nyheter/anbefaler-a-avlyse-arrangementer-med-mer-enn-500-

deltagere. 
7
 Lov om vern mot smittsomme sykdommer (LOV-1994-08-05-55), Section 4-1(2). 

8
 Decision of the Norwegian health authorities of 12 March 2020, available here. 

9
 For instance, Oslo and Bergen have special regulations in place. See: Råd og regler i Oslo - 

Koronavirus - Oslo kommune and Bergen kommune - Smittevernregler for Bergen. 
10

 Regulation No 470 of 27 March 2020 on infection control etc. during the corona-virus outbreak. 
In Norwegian: forskrift om smitteverntiltak mv. ved koronautbruddet (covid-19-forskriften). 
11

 https://www.fhi.no/en/op/novel-coronavirus-facts-advice/facts-and-general-advice/social-
distance-quarantine-and-isolation/  
12

 https://www.regjeringen.no/en/aktuelt/stay-at-home-have-as-little-social-contact-as-
possible/id2783763/  
13

https://www.regjeringen.no/no/tema/utenrikssaker/reiseinformasjon/korona_info/id2691821/?exp
and=factbox2769950  
14

 https://www.fhi.no/en/op/novel-coronavirus-facts-advice/facts-and-general-advice/travel-advice-
COVID19/  
15

 Viderefører nasjonale smitteverntiltak - regjeringen.no 
16

 This is further restricted in municipalities that are hard hit by the pandemic - examples are Oslo 
and Bergen where only 10 people can meet.  

https://www.helsedirektoratet.no/nyheter/anbefaler-a-avlyse-arrangementer-med-mer-enn-500-deltagere
https://www.helsedirektoratet.no/nyheter/anbefaler-a-avlyse-arrangementer-med-mer-enn-500-deltagere
https://lovdata.no/dokument/NL/lov/1994-08-05-55#KAPITTEL_4
https://www.helsedirektoratet.no/tema/beredskap-og-krisehandtering/koronavirus/anbefalinger-og-beslutninger/Vedtak%20etter%20lov%20om%20vern%20mot%20smittsomme%20sykdommer%20%C2%A74-1%20andre%20ledd%20om%20m%C3%B8teforbud%20og%20stenging%20av%20virksomhet.pdf/_/attachment/inline/5c6032e8-3d56-44f2-a18c-8829a9db7c97:7686689d095ad59bf30786a730632036a1f9c2d1/Vedtak%20etter%20lov%20om%20vern%20mot%20smittsomme%20sykdommer%20%C2%A7%204-1%20andre%20ledd%20om%20m%C3%B8teforbud%20og%20stenging%20av%20virksomhet.pdf
https://www.oslo.kommune.no/koronavirus/rad-og-regler-i-oslo/
https://www.oslo.kommune.no/koronavirus/rad-og-regler-i-oslo/
https://www.bergen.kommune.no/hvaskjer/tema/koronavirus/rad-til-befolkningen/tiltak-i-samfunnet/smittevernregler-for-bergen
https://lovdata.no/dokument/SF/forskrift/2020-03-27-470
https://www.fhi.no/en/op/novel-coronavirus-facts-advice/facts-and-general-advice/social-distance-quarantine-and-isolation/
https://www.fhi.no/en/op/novel-coronavirus-facts-advice/facts-and-general-advice/social-distance-quarantine-and-isolation/
https://www.regjeringen.no/en/aktuelt/stay-at-home-have-as-little-social-contact-as-possible/id2783763/
https://www.regjeringen.no/en/aktuelt/stay-at-home-have-as-little-social-contact-as-possible/id2783763/
https://www.regjeringen.no/no/tema/utenrikssaker/reiseinformasjon/korona_info/id2691821/?expand=factbox2769950
https://www.regjeringen.no/no/tema/utenrikssaker/reiseinformasjon/korona_info/id2691821/?expand=factbox2769950
https://www.fhi.no/en/op/novel-coronavirus-facts-advice/facts-and-general-advice/travel-advice-COVID19/
https://www.fhi.no/en/op/novel-coronavirus-facts-advice/facts-and-general-advice/travel-advice-COVID19/
https://www.regjeringen.no/no/aktuelt/videreforer-nasjonale-smitteverntiltak/id2795873/
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3.2 Objective  

(11) The objective of the measure is to partially compensate for the losses suffered by 
the organisers and co-organisers of large public events that were cancelled or 
downscaled, as a result of the COVID-19 outbreak, in the period of 5 March to 31 
December 2020. 

3.3 Beneficiaries  

(12) The scheme is applicable in the whole of Norway and is open to all organisers of 
large public events.  

(13) An organiser is normally the legal owner of the event. As explained by the 
Norwegian authorities, an organiser is an undertaking that owns the event’s 
concept and any related rights, such as trademarks. The organiser normally bears 
all the financial risks and reaps potential benefits from organising the event. 

(14) However, in some cases, the organiser may contract the (whole or partial) 
responsibility for organising the event to a third party (including the cost and 
revenue risks stemming from ticket sales). In such cases, the third party (a “co-
organiser”) is in charge of planning and organising the event, including contracting 
for goods and services from third parties. The Norwegian authorities have 
explained that subcontractors (e.g., lighting and catering services providers) do 
not qualify as co-organisers and are not eligible for aid under the scheme.  

(15) Both the organiser and the co-organiser can apply for aid under the scheme. They 
will have to submit separate project accounts and remain responsible for the 
application and aid granted.  

(16) Aid applicants must be registered in the Register of Entities.17 The Register of 
Entities is a national register that assigns organisation numbers. Associations and 
sole proprietorships also have the right to register in the Register of Entities.  

(17) In order to be eligible for aid under the scheme, the losses of a particular event 
(calculated as explained in section 3.6 below) must exceed NOK 25 000.  

(18) The measure does not exclude undertakings in difficulty. However, undertakings 
undergoing actual bankruptcy proceedings will not be eligible for aid.18 This does 
not concern a situation where either the applicant or third parties (e.g. a creditor) 
have filed for bankruptcy that has not yet been decided on by the relevant 
authority. 

3.4 Scope of the scheme 

(19) The scheme is aimed at large public events. These are events with a planned 
number of participants of 350 persons or more that are cancelled or downscaled 
to 200 participants, as a result of COVID-19 outbreak containment measures. The 
scheme covers events that were planned to take place from 5 March to 31 
December 2020. 

(20) The condition that an event must have a planned number of 350 participants is 
based on the fact that a large event typically has participants exceeding 350 

                                            
17

 https://www.brreg.no/om-oss/oppgavene-vare/alle-registrene-vare/om-enhetsregisteret/. 
18

 Reference is made to section 72 of the law on restructuring and bankruptcy (lov om 
gjeldsforhandling og konkurs (konkursloven)).  

https://www.brreg.no/om-oss/oppgavene-vare/alle-registrene-vare/om-enhetsregisteret/
https://lovdata.no/pro/#document/NL/lov/1984-06-08-58/%C2%A772
https://lovdata.no/pro/#document/NL/lov/1984-06-08-58/%C2%A772
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persons. Further, the Norwegian authorities’ restrictions primarily affect events of 
this size, as the maximum number of participants allowed is set at 200 
participants (Regulation 470, see section 3.1). Events with participants fewer than 
350 are not as severely affected by the restrictions, because the organiser is more 
likely to be able to downscale the event, without changing the nature of the event 
and organisation, whilst still being able to secure profitability.  

(21) The planned number of participants will be based either on historical (in case the 
event has been carried out previously) or otherwise expected figures. The 
applicants will be required to submit documentation, demonstrating that costs 
incurred, location, etc., correspond to organising an event planned for 350 
participants or more (for example through letters of intent or contracts with 
subcontractors). 

(22) In addition, the event must contribute to future value creation regionally and/or 
nationally. The aid granting authority will assess the national and regional value 
based on a comprehensive assessment of the event as a whole against the below 
criteria: 

- Contribution to marketing or promotion of places, sectors or product categories 

This criterion refers to whether the event, venue or host destination is visible in 
regional, national or international media, in a way that helps build on a desired 
or existing position; has received media attention and targets a broad 
audience relative to the location and target group; is inseparably linked to the 
location, helps to give identity to a specific place, increase 
population/residency, and develops existing business and environments.  

Whether this is the case will be measured both in terms of the type of event; 
focus on local products and services; and attracting a large audience 
compared to the location and target group. In addition, the event may 
contribute to branding, if it creates a meeting place where market participants 
can sell or market products, goods, or services to the public, delegates, 
businesses, and other stakeholders. 

- Contribution to exchange of competence and interaction between different 
undertakings or sectors 

This criterion refers to whether the event contains seminars, courses, lectures, 
or conferences, as part of the event where delegates and participants are 
gaining new knowledge in their field.  

Whether this is the case will be measured based on programme material and 
how the event has been marketed, including the number of courses, seminars 
and lectures offered, when viewed against the projected number of 
participants and the desired target group. It is also relevant, whether the event 
creates a meeting place for market-participants or sectors, or whether it 
highlights research and development projects and new knowledge. 

- An impact on the profitability of undertakings that distribute their goods or 
services at the event 

This criterion refers to activities of exhibitors at the event that allows them to 
increase profitability, for instance, by engaging in direct sales at the event. 
This will be assessed based on estimated budgets and accounts. Further, it is 
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of value, whether the event allows exhibitors to meet consumers, business-to-
business customers or new partners. This will be assessed based on the 
number of projected participants relative to the location, whether the event is 
tailored to a specific customer group or specific goods and services and 
marketing material. Finally, a relevant factor for profitability of distribution of 
goods and services is whether the event facilitates business-to-business sales 
and marketing of products and services. 

- Visitors and activity for other businesses 

This criterion refers to whether an event hosts regional, national or 
international exhibitors that provide turnover in local business through 
accommodation in hotels, dinner at restaurants, purchases of groceries/goods, 
etc. This will be assessed based on the duration of the event, the number of 
exhibitors participating from other regions or from abroad, and the nature of 
goods or services sold or marketed at the event. The same applies for 
delegates, or visitors that create a similar value. In addition, the beneficiary 
may buy goods and services from local suppliers to carry out the event. For 
example, an organiser may hire security services, catering, design and 
advertising services, hotels, and accommodation. All these services may 
strengthen the regional businesses and, therefore, contribute towards the 
event having economic impact of regional or national value. Whether the event 
contributes towards this criterion will be assessed based on agreements 
between the beneficiary and other service providers. 

- The number of exhibitors, stalls, etc. 

This criterion refers to whether the event attracts a large number or share of 
businesses in their target group and how this gives the visitors or potential 
customers a variety of attractions, goods and services to choose from.  

3.5 National legal basis, aid granting authority, budget and duration 

(23) The national legal basis of the measure is the Parliamentary decision authorising 
the scheme and setting out the main conditions of the scheme.19  

(24) On the basis of the authorisation from Parliament, the Ministry of Trade, Industry 
and Fisheries (“the Ministry)” will send an assignment letter to Innovation Norway. 
The Norwegian authorities have explained that the assignment letter contains the 
conditions of the scheme, as set out in the Parliament’s decision.  

(25) Innovation Norway20 will administer the scheme and grant individual aid awards 
on the basis of the assignment letter from the Ministry. Innovation Norway is a 
state-owned company established as a so-called special-law company, founded 
under a legislative act.21 Innovation Norway is owned by the Ministry (51%) and 
county authorities (49%).  

(26) The budget of the scheme is NOK 350 million. The Norwegian authorities plan to 
start accepting aid applications in January or February 2021. No aid will be 
granted from the scheme after 30 June 2021. 

                                            
19

 The Parliamentary committee proposal Innst. 19 S (2020–2021) authorising the main conditions 
of the scheme proposed by the Government Prop. 142 S (2019-2020). The scheme is part of the 
national budget for 2021, which is scheduled to be adopted by Parliament on 19 December 2020. 
20

 https://www.innovasjonnorge.no/en/start-page/ 
21

 https://lovdata.no/dokument/NL/lov/2003-12-19-130 

https://www.stortinget.no/globalassets/pdf/innstillinger/stortinget/2020-2021/inns-202021-019s.pdf
https://www.regjeringen.no/contentassets/83ad228ae58b41b798dc8f6934bc374a/no/pdfs/prp201920200142000dddpdfs.pdf
https://www.innovasjonnorge.no/en/start-page/
https://lovdata.no/dokument/NL/lov/2003-12-19-130
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3.6 Eligible costs and aid intensity 

(27) The measure is limited to compensating for the losses of an event, due to 
cancellation or downscaling to 200 participants, as a result of COVID-19 outbreak 
containment measures. The losses of an event are calculated as follows: 
revenues minus direct costs minus a share of indirect costs. 

(28) As regards direct costs, the Norwegian authorities have explained that these costs 
include salaries, costs of goods and services, lease of premises and equipment, 
sales and marketing costs and costs incurred due to necessary measures to hold 
the event in compliance with the COVID-19 outbreak containment measures. 

(29) Regarding indirect costs, the Norwegian authorities refer to common costs such 
as administrative costs. The allocation of common costs will be based on 
expected turnover of the event. In turn, the turnover is based on the applicant’s 
estimates and budgets. Auditor or accountant costs will be reimbursed if the aid 
application is approved (up to 80%, upwards limited to NOK 10 000). 

(30) Compensation will be reduced to the extent that losses are offset from other 
sources, e.g. from insurance or contractual clauses.  

(31) The aid is limited to 60% of the eligible costs. 

3.7 Aid award procedure and control mechanism 

(32) Applicants with multiple events can either submit a single application or a 
separate application for each event. 

(33) The applicants must submit detailed project accounts, demonstrating revenues, 
direct and indirect costs incurred in connection with the event and the actual 
losses suffered. Underlying documents substantiating project accounts (receipts, 
invoices etc.) must be available upon request. The application and project 
accounts must also be accompanied by an auditor's statement, confirming that the 
eligible costs correspond to the requirements under the scheme, and the eligible 
costs have been suffered by the applicant.  

(34) The applicant must confirm that: 

- the event was to occur between 5 March and 31 December 2020; 

- the cancellation or downscaling of an event to 200 participants was the 
direct result of the measures taken by Norwegian authorities; 

- losses are not offset by other rights, such as insurance or contract clauses;  

- the same eligible costs are not covered through other aid measures; 

- bankruptcy proceedings have not been initiated against the applicant; and  

- whether the applicant has any other revenues related to the cancelled or 
downscaled event. 

(35) The applicant must document that the cancellation or downscaling was a direct 
result of the measures of the Norwegian authorities, verified by an auditor or 
accredited accountant. Such documentation can include contracts, internal 
planning documents, sales documentation or public information (e.g., 
advertisements and other marketing material, ticket sales information).  
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(36) Whilst compensation is paid out in full following award of aid, 20% of the grant will 
be conditional upon the applicant holding the same or a similar event in the future 
(i.e. the same type of event for which support is sought). The future event must be 
open to the public and have regional or national value (in line with the criteria 
under the scheme).  

(37) The applicant can choose whether to hold the future event with a mixture of 
physical attendance and digital attendance. The condition that the applicant must 
hold a similar event to avoid repaying 20% of the aid does not imply that the 
applicant must organise an identical event in collaboration with the exact same 
partners (if the event, subject to the aid application, is co-organised). 

(38) If a similar event has not taken place by the end of 2022, the Norwegian 
authorities will recover 20% of the grant from the applicants. If the pandemic does 
not allow a similar event to be held by the end of 2022, the requirement to repay 
20% of the grant will be waived.  

(39) The payment made to beneficiaries shall be net of any amount recovered by 
insurance, litigation, arbitration or other source for the same damage. The 
Norwegian authorities will recover the insurance amount from the beneficiary if the 
aid award is paid out before the insurance.  

(40) The beneficiaries also have to submit a report on the use of the aid together with 
auditor-approved accounts and a confirmation on suffering losses due to the 
measures imposed in response to the pandemic. 

3.8 Cumulation and commitments 

(41) As a general rule, aid awarded under the scheme cannot be cumulated with other 
aid that covers the same eligible costs. In particular, beneficiaries that are eligible 
for aid under COVID-19 compensation schemes for the cancellation or 
postponement of cultural events,22 and cancellation or postponement of sports or 
volunteer events23 are not eligible for aid under the present scheme. 

(42) However, beneficiaries eligible for aid under the COVID-19 grant scheme for 
undertakings suffering a substantial loss of turnover24 are eligible for aid under the 
present scheme. If an applicant receives aid under the former scheme, this aid 
must be declared as income in applying for aid under the present scheme. 

(43) The Norwegian authorities commit to: 

 recover aid resulting in exceeding 60% aid intensity under the present 
scheme; 

                                            
22

 The scheme was approved by ESA’s Decision No 032/20/COL of 3 April 2020 on COVID-19  
compensation scheme for the cancellation or postponement of cultural events; amended  by ESA’s 
Decision No 091/20/COL of 16 July 2020, Decision No 126/20/COL of 4 November 2020 and 
Decision No 159/20/COL of 14 December 2020. 
23

 The scheme was approved by ESA’s Decision No 033/20/COL of 3 April 2020 on COVID-19 
compensation scheme for the cancellation or postponement of sports or volunteer events; 
amended by Decision No 092/20/COL of 16 July 2020 and Decision No 117/20/COL of 14 October 
2020. 
24

 The scheme was approved by ESA’s Decision No 039/20/COL of 17 April 2020 on COVID-19 
grant scheme for undertakings suffering a substantial loss of turnover; amended and prolonged by 
Decision No 065/20/COL of 26 June 2020 and Decision No 164/20/COL of 15 December 2020. 

https://www.eftasurv.int/cms/sites/default/files/documents/gopro/5323-COL%20-%20State%20aid%20-%20Norway%20-%20Compensation%20scheme%20for%20the%20cancellation%20or%20postponement%20of%20cultural%20events.pdf
https://www.eftasurv.int/cms/sites/default/files/documents/gopro/College%20Decision%20091%2020%20COL%20-%20State%20Aid%20-%20Norway%20-%20COVID-19%20Amendments%20and%20prolongation%20of%20the%20compensation%20scheme%20.pdf
https://www.eftasurv.int/cms/sites/default/files/documents/gopro/College%20Decision%20126%2020%20COL%20-%20State%20aid%20-%20Norway%20-%20COVID-19%20Renewal%20and%20amendments%20of%20the%20compensation%20scheme%20for%20t.pdf
https://www.eftasurv.int/cms/sites/default/files/documents/gopro/COL%20-%20State%20aid%20-%20Norway%20-%20COVID-19%20NOR%203rd%20amendment%20to%20Culture%20scheme.pdf
https://www.eftasurv.int/cms/sites/default/files/documents/gopro/5324-College%20Decision%20033%2020%20COL%20-%20State%20aid%20-%20Norway%20-%20Compensation%20scheme%20for%20the%20cancellation%20or%20postponement%20of%20spor.pdf
https://www.eftasurv.int/cms/sites/default/files/documents/gopro/College%20Decision%20092%2020%20COL%20%20-%20State%20Aid%20-%20Norway%20-%20COVID-19%20Amendments%20and%20prolongation%20of%20compensation%20scheme%20for.pdf
https://www.eftasurv.int/cms/sites/default/files/documents/gopro/College%20Decision%20117%2020%20COL%20-%20State%20aid%20-%20Norway%20-%20COVID-19%20Renewal%20and%20amendment%20of%20the%20compensation%20scheme%20-%20spor.pdf
https://www.eftasurv.int/cms/sites/default/files/documents/gopro/5328-College%20Decision%20039-20-COL%20-%20State%20aid%20-%20Norway%20-%20COVID-19%20Grant%20scheme%20for%20undertakings%20suffering%20a%20substantial%20l.pdf
https://www.eftasurv.int/cms/sites/default/files/documents/gopro/College%20Decision%20065%2020%20COL%20-%20State%20Aid%20-%20Norway%20-%20COVID-19%20Amendments%20and%20prolongation.pdf
https://www.eftasurv.int/cms/sites/default/files/documents/gopro/College%20Decision%20164%2020%20COL%20-%20Norway%20-%20State%20Aid%20-%20COVID-19%20NOR%203rd%20amendment%20to%20Grant%20scheme%20for%20undertakings%20suff.pdf
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 provide a report no later than 1 year after the date of ESA’s decision, 

specifying the amount of compensation per beneficiary and event. 

(44) Further, Innovation Norway will make the beneficiaries and aid awards under the 
scheme public on its website. That information will also be published on a 
centralised website on COVID-19 aid measures.25  

4 Presence of state aid  

(45) Article 61(1) of the EEA Agreement reads as follows: “[…] any aid granted by EC 
Member States, EFTA States or through State resources in any form whatsoever 
which distorts or threatens to distort competition by favouring certain undertakings 
or the production of certain goods shall, in so far as it affects trade between 
Contracting Parties, be incompatible with the functioning of this Agreement.” 

(46) The qualification of a measure as aid within the meaning of this provision requires 
the following cumulative conditions to be met: (i) the measure must be granted by 
the State or through State resources; (ii) it must confer an advantage on an 
undertaking; (iii) favour certain undertakings (selectivity); and (iv) threaten to 
distort competition and affect trade.  

(47) The measure is financed from the State budget and allocated for the scheme by 
Parliament. The measure is granted by Innovation Norway on the basis of an 
assignment letter from the Ministry. Therefore, the measure is granted by the 
State and/or through State resources and is imputable to the State.  

(48) Under the scheme, compensation is granted to organisers or co-organisers of 
large public events, which is a commercial activity. The measure provides certain 
undertakings compensation in the form of direct grants. Therefore, the measure 
confers on the beneficiaries an economic advantage, which the recipients could 
not have obtained under normal market conditions.  

(49) Since the compensation will relieve the beneficiaries of costs they would 
otherwise have had to bear, as a result of their business, and will not be granted 
to all operators in a comparable legal and factual situation, but only to those 
organising large public events, as defined by the Norwegian authorities, the 
measure is selective and confers an advantage.  

(50) As events organisation is an activity open to competition between undertakings 
that compete in intra-EEA trade, there is a risk that the measure could distort or 
threaten to distort competition and affect such trade. 

(51) The measure therefore constitutes state aid within the meaning of Article 61(1) of 
the EEA Agreement. 

5 Procedural requirements  

(52) Pursuant to Article 1(3) of Part I of Protocol 3 to the Agreement between the 
EFTA States on the Establishment of a Surveillance Authority and a Court of 
Justice (“Protocol 3”): “The EFTA Surveillance Authority shall be informed, in 
sufficient time to enable it to submit its comments, of any plans to grant or alter 

                                            
25

 https://www.regjeringen.no/no/tema/naringsliv/sporsmal-og-svar-for-norske-bedrifter-om-
koronautbruddet/koronadata/id2740151/  

https://www.regjeringen.no/no/tema/naringsliv/sporsmal-og-svar-for-norske-bedrifter-om-koronautbruddet/koronadata/id2740151/
https://www.regjeringen.no/no/tema/naringsliv/sporsmal-og-svar-for-norske-bedrifter-om-koronautbruddet/koronadata/id2740151/
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aid. … The State concerned shall not put its proposed measures into effect until 
the procedure has resulted in a final decision.” 

(53) The Norwegian authorities have notified the scheme and have confirmed that it 
will not enter into force before ESA’s approval. They have therefore complied with 
the obligations under Article 1(3) of Part I of Protocol 3. 

6 Compatibility of the aid measure 

6.1 Introduction 

(54) ESA shall declare state aid compatible with the functioning of the EEA Agreement 
under its Article 61(2)(b), provided that certain compatibility conditions are fulfilled. 
This provision reads as follows: “The following shall be compatible with the 
functioning of this Agreement: aid to make good the damage caused by natural 
disasters or exceptional occurrences”. ESA has no discretion in assessing the 
compatibility of aid that falls within this category and meets the terms of Article 
61(2)(b) of the EEA Agreement. 

(55) For all measures taken under Article 61(2)(b), there must be a direct causal link 
between the aid granted and the damage resulting from the exceptional 
occurrence for each beneficiary and the aid must be limited to what is necessary 
to make good the damage.  

6.2 COVID-19 as an exceptional occurrence 

(56) Neither the EEA Agreement, nor any EEA relevant legislation contains a precise 
definition of “exceptional occurrence”.26 Since Article 61(2)(b) of the EEA 
Agreement is an exception to the general prohibition of state aid, laid down in 
Article 61(1) of the EEA Agreement, the notions of ‘natural disaster’ and 
‘exceptional occurrence’, referred to in Article 61(2)(b) of EEA Agreement must be 
interpreted restrictively. That interpretation of Article 61(2)(b) of EEA Agreement is 
supported by the case law of the Court of Justice27 and the case practice of the 
European Commission.28  

(57) The characterisation of an event as an exceptional occurrence is made by ESA on 
a case-by-case basis. The event must be: (i) unforeseeable or difficult to 
foresee,29 (ii) of significant scale/economic impact,30 and (iii) extraordinary.  

(58) On 9 March 2020, European Commission’s President Ursula von der Leyen made 
a statement that companies affected by the COVID-19 outbreak would in principle 
be eligible for state aid under Article 107(2)(b) of the Treaty on the Functioning of 
the European Union (“TFEU”). On 11 March 2020, the COVID-19 outbreak was 
                                            
26

 See also Commission Decision in SA.56685 C(2020) 1698 final (Denmark) Compensation 
scheme for cancellation of events related to COVID-19, paragraph 24. 
27

 Judgments of 11 November 2004, Spain v Commission, C-73/03, EU:C:2004:711, paragraph 
37, and 23 February 2006, Giuseppe Atzeni and others, C-346/03 and C-529/03, EU:C:2006:130 
paragraph 79. 
28

 See Commission Decision in SA.32523 C(2012) 4218 final (Cyprus) Compensation scheme for 
air carriers registered in Cyprus for additional costs linked to the impossibility to overfly the Turkish 
airspace, paragraph 50. See also Commission Decision in SA.56685 C(2020) 1698 final 
(Denmark) Compensation scheme for cancellation of events related to COVID-19, paragraph 24. 
29

 Commission Decision in SA.32163 C(2011) 5495 final (Slovenia) Remediation of damage to 
airlines and airports caused by seismic activity in Iceland and the volcanic ash in April 2010, 
paragraph 31. 
30

 Commission Decision in SA.33487 C(2012) 2447 final (Hungary) Agricultural and fisheries aid to 
compensate for damage due to exceptional occurrence, paragraph 36. 

https://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/cases1/202011/285054_2139535_70_2.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/cases/242616/242616_1594898_90_2.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/cases1/202011/285054_2139535_70_2.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/cases/238917/238917_1316971_59_2.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/cases/241645/241645_1314635_56_2.pdf
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classified as a pandemic by the World Health Organisation.31 On 12 March 2020, 
the European Commission adopted a decision concluding that the COVID-19 
outbreak qualifies as an exceptional occurrence for the purpose of Article 
107(2)(b) TFEU,32 which corresponds to Article 61(2)(b) of the EEA Agreement, 
as it is an extraordinary, unforeseeable event having a significant economic 
impact.33 

(59) The spread of COVID-19 ultimately resulted in far-reaching disruption of various
economic sectors. That disruption was thus clearly outside the normal functioning
of the market. In order to avoid an exponential increase in the number of cases,
accompanied by social alarm and severe economic consequences, containment
measures needed to be adopted. Consequently, governments all over the world
adopted various measures that aimed to limit the spread of the coronavirus, e.g.
travel restrictions for non-essential travels, closure of borders, closure of non-
essential shops, an obligation for companies to organise working from home for
every position where this is possible, and various social distancing measures.

(60) In view of the above, the COVID-19 outbreak qualifies as an exceptional
occurrence, as it was not foreseeable and is clearly distinguishable from ordinary
events, by its character and its effects on the affected undertakings and the
economy in general, and therefore falls outside the normal functioning of the
market.

(61) Based on the information submitted by the Norwegian authorities, the COVID-19
pandemic is still ongoing in Norway and the authorities still significantly limit the
ability to organise events, including large public events, as described in section
3.1.

(62) Consequently, ESA considers the COVID-19 outbreak as an exceptional
occurrence within the meaning of Article 61(2)(b) of the EEA Agreement.

6.3 Causal link between the exceptional occurrence and the measure 

(63) Only damage caused by the exceptional occurrence may be compensated for 
under Article 61(2)(b).34

(64) As described in section 3.1, the COVID-19 outbreak resulted in the Norwegian 
authorities introducing a series of virus containment measures that still 
significantly limit the organisation of large public events.

(65) In the case at hand, the beneficiaries must establish and the aid granting authority 
must verify whether there is a direct link between losses from the cancellation or 
downscaling of an event and measures taken by the authorities, as a 
consequence of the COVID-19 pandemic. Therefore, there is a causal link 
between the damage compensated through the scheme and the exceptional 
occurrence. 

31
 WHO Director Generals opening remarks at the media briefing on COVID-19 on 11 March 2020. 

32
 Which corresponds to Article 61(2)(b) of the EEA Agreement.  

33
 Commission Decision in SA.56685 C(2020) 1698 final (Denmark) Compensation scheme for 

cancellation of events related to COVID-19, paragraphs 26–30. 
34

See Commission Decision in SA.32163 C(2011) 5495 final (Slovenia) Rectification of 
consequences of the damage caused to air carriers and airports by earthquake activity in Iceland 
and the resulting volcano ash in April 2010, paragraph 34. 

https://www.who.int/dg/speeches/detail/who-director-general-s-opening-remarks-at-the-media-briefing-on-covid-19---11-march-2020
https://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/cases1/202011/285054_2139535_70_2.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/cases/238917/238917_1316971_59_2.pdf
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6.4 Proportionality 

(66) In order to be compatible under Article 61(2)(b) of the EEA Agreement, the aid 
must be proportional to the damage caused by the exceptional occurrence. Aid 
must not result in overcompensation of damage and should only make good the 
damage caused by the exceptional occurrence. 

(67) Under the scheme, eligible costs are based on actual revenues and costs related 
to an event. Losses fully or partially covered by the beneficiaries’ insurance or 
other means cannot be compensated. Moreover, the damage is limited to 60% of 
the eligible costs. ESA considers this limitation to be a further safeguard against 
the risk of overcompensation. ESA also takes note of the scheme’s ex post 
reporting and control system and Norway’s commitment to recover aid in excess 
of the 60% aid intensity (see paragraphs (39), (40), (43) and (43)). 

(68) Further, the scheme does not allow cumulation with other aid schemes, covering 
the same losses such as the COVID-19 compensation schemes for the 
cancellation or postponement of cultural events and cancellation or postponement 
of sports or volunteer events (see paragraph (41)). Even if beneficiaries, eligible 
for aid under the COVID-19 grant scheme for undertakings suffering a substantial 
loss of turnover, are also eligible for aid under the present scheme, aid received 
under the former scheme is taken into account as income under the present 
scheme (see paragraph (42)). 

(69) ESA concludes that the methodology used to calculate the damage is appropriate, 
and that there are sufficient safeguards in place to prevent the risk of 
overcompensation. Consequently, ESA concludes that the measure is 
proportionate.  

7 Conclusion 

(70) ESA considers that the measure constitutes state aid within the meaning of Article 
61(1) of the EEA Agreement. Since no doubts are raised that this aid is 
compatible with the functioning of the EEA Agreement, pursuant to its Article 
61(2)(b), ESA has no objections to the implementation of the measure.  

(71) The Norwegian authorities have confirmed that the notification does not contain 
any business secrets or other confidential information that should not be 
published. 
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